of Mars and Venus was already available. '' 3 In a similar dismissal, Theresa Tinkle observes that the frontispiece ''carries to Chaucer's poem little meaning but takes its meaning from that poem.'' 4 What we might wish to think an idiosyncratic visual reaction to Chaucer's rather unusual text appears from this perspective to be a thoroughly conventional medieval picture of Mars, Venus, and Jupiter.
But precisely for this reason, the Fairfax illumination poses in an acute form the question that is unfortunately central to the study of decoration in Chaucerian manuscripts: What can be learned from even the most perfunctory conjunction of image and text? Illustration of vernacular literature is so rare and so limited in late medieval England that many readers have echoed John Fleming's lament: ''If we wish to visualize Chaucer with Gothic eyes we must turn to the painted pages of Boccaccio and Jean de Meun. '' 5 The overlooked Fairfax miniature demonstrates, on the contrary, that the native artistic tradition can on occasion offer significant visual context to readers of Middle English poetry. Moreover, although the picture is undoubtedly conventional, the interplay of its conventions brings meaning to its textual environment that-even if it was not planned for-enriches our experience of Chaucer's Complaint. Using techniques of deliberate borrowing between devotional and courtly art-techniques that Barbara Newman has recently termed ''crossover''-the Complaint of Mars and the Fairfax frontispiece explore in parallel the relation of Christian ideas to classical ones. 6 The Fairfax artist adopts images central to the sacred tradition as symbols of the power of courtly passion, and Chaucer's poem fashions secular lovelament into Christian theodicy. The ''crossover'' iconography of the picture is more than merely convenient in this setting, for the relation between text and image here reveals the ways in which classical narrative, in each medium, can be shaped by traditions of Christian complaint.
Bodleian MS Fairfax 16 is one of the so-called Oxford group of manuscript anthologies of fifteenth-century verse, which contain a variety of shorter Chaucerian poems, as well as courtly material by such authors as Sir John Clanvowe, Thomas Hoccleve, and John Lydgate. 7 The collection was most likely commissioned in the mid-fifteenth century by John Stanley (1400?-1469) from a commercial scriptorium or bookseller, perhaps in London. It has been designated ''quasi-fascicular,'' for even though its sections were copied by the same scribe, they are separated by blank leaves and foliated by different hands; it seems to have been constructed from booklets chosen by the patron. 8 Booklet I, which begins with the Complaint of Mars, contains courtly poetry by Chaucer, Clanvowe, Lydgate, and Hoccleve, as well as two light, gaming verses, ''The Rolles of Kyng Ragman,'' and ''The Chaunces of the Dyce.'' Booklet II begins with an integrated grouping of some of Chaucer's minor lyrics, then concludes with a more miscellaneous selection of minor works by Hoccleve and Lydgate. Booklets III and IV contain whole poems: Lydgate's Reason and Sensuality and the anonymous How a Lover Praiseth his Lady, respectively. Booklet V includes two collections of love lyrics, the first entitled the Venus Mass or A Lover's Mass, and the second, untitled, perhaps attributable to Charles d'Orléans. Although the manuscript as a whole is miscellaneous, some patterns can be observed within its booklets, which evince a certain fixity of structure, and even between booklets that often traveled together. The frontispiece is an addition to Fairfax 16 as a whole, rather than a part of Booklet I, for it is painted on a singleton, and was probably contracted at the time the manuscript was commissioned. The image consists of three framed compartments, encompassing the figure of Mars on the left, Venus on the right, and Jupiter suspended above them both. Flower-and-spray border motifs surround the composition, with the Stanley of Hooton arms worked into the lower border.
10 J. J. G. Alexander decades ago identified the Fairfax artist as William Abell, ''the most important native illuminator to have been working in the mid-fifteenth century. '' 11 More likely, the frontispiece is the work of an artist known as the Abingdon Missal Master, an associate of Abell, who collaborated with him on at least one manuscript.
12 Even if the artist cannot be named, the peculiarly English, rather than International, style of the hand suggests that Chaucer's poetry can be associated with visual materials nearer to home than continental manuscripts of the Filostrato or the Roman de la Rose.
The intended relation between the frontispiece and the textual contents of the manuscript is not easy to discern. The singleton was most likely added at the time the collection was constructed, but not necessarily with the Complaint of Mars, or even any particular text, in mind. As Boffey explains, ''This seems to be a case in which a small amount of rich decoration was added to an already completed manuscript, and inserted in the most practically convenient position (the beginning) in an attempt to enhance the status of the collection as a whole.'' 13 The prominent inclusion of the Stanley of Hooton arms supports this argument, since the heraldry links the image more explicitly to the manuscript's patron and his chivalric interests than to any particular poem. 14 In spite of the ad hoc combination of its fascicles, thematic unities in the manuscript's collection might be represented in its prefatory picture. 17 Nonetheless, the physical conjunction of the image with the manuscript's first text argues for a special relation between them. The independent decision taken to add the picture to a manuscript after its construction might be seen to reinforce rather than diminish its importance; the frontispiece need not have been there, and yet someone found it important to include. And regardless of the intentions of the artist or the compiler or the patron, it seems likely that fifteenth-century readers encountered Chaucer's poem in the first instance with its pictorial preamble. Moreover, the structure of the image argues for the separation-or at least the separability-of the first two texts in the manuscript, for it depends upon the narrative of adultery told only in the Complaint of Mars. 18 The emblematic figure of the goddess herself of the Armoury in the Tower of London (1431-60) and Usher of the Chamber (1440-55). He was also member of parliament and justice of the peace for Surrey. 15 might reflect other mentions of her in the texts of Fairfax 16, but nowhere except in the manuscript's first poem is she connected with Mars and Jupiter. 19 The Complaint of Venus gives no hint of any figure apart from the speaker and the beloved, whereas the frontispiece is organized around the interaction among the three figures. And although Mars's lament is reflected in his declamatory posture, nowhere is the idea of Venus as complainant represented.
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In the Complaint of Mars, Chaucer grafts the eponymous lament onto the well-known story of Mars's adultery with Venus. The text comprises three sections: first, a proem in which a bird-narrator celebrates love and calls on lovers to choose their mates. Then follows the ''story'': the speaker's exemplary narration of Mars's love for Venus, their discovery, and their forcible separation. The movements of heavenly bodies-here the temporary conjunction of a slow planet and a faster-moving oneare made to symbolize the changing passions and jealousies of the Olympian gods. The opening establishes that Mars has won Venus's love, ''As wel by hevenysh revolucioun / As by desert,'' that is, as much by simply traveling around in his orbit as by performing noble courtly feats. 21 After this elaborate astrological allegory, the poem concludes with Mars's complaint proper, in which he proclaims himself in courtly terms to be his lady's ''truest servaunt and her knyght'' (187), laments her departure, and poses philosophical questions about the fleeting na-ture of earthly love. In addition to its formal amalgam of narrative and complaint, the Complaint of Mars is driven by a complex interplay of thematic conventions: astrological, mythological, courtly, Boethianeven the possibility of a reference to contemporary amorous scandals.
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Criticism of the text has generally argued for the priority of one or another of its registers of meaning, and interpretations have been quite disparate, calling the poem variously moralizing, comic, occasional, or sagely philosophical. 23 But the poem's wit resides in its ability to imagine events equally in many different terms, and in the reader's knowledge that all of these contexts are always visible. 24 It seems clear that, as for the planetary Mars and Venus themselves, the conjunction is the point.
In 25 These mythographic handbooks present the gods of the classical pantheon in a bewildering number of guises. Indeed, Theresa Tinkle has suggested in a book-length study of Medieval Venuses and Cupids that exuberant multiplicity of interpretation is the hallmark of mythographic writing. As Tinkle explains: ''Venus may be historically a prostitute; naturally, a planet; allegorically, feminine vanity; morally, libido or licit and illicit loves; philosophically, celestial or earthly love. Mythographers typically develop more than one of these models, and Venus may signify all of these meanings within a single text. '' 26 Even though it remains impossible to trace with absolute certainty the particular handbooks upon which Chaucer drew, it is clear that he knew broadly of these mythographic traditions of imagining and understanding the Olympians, and that he used them creatively in the working of his poetic art. 27 Allusions to mythographic conventions surface in a number of Medieval mythography is, by and large, an ekphrastic genre; the Olympians are usually described (and sometimes moralized) in terms of their iconic attributes, their visual appearance. Even when no physical picture accompanies the text, the idea of artistic representation stands behind the verbal version of each figure: the crucial verb in Fulgentius and his fourteenth-century successors, for example, is usually pingitur (''Venus is painted nude, floating in the sea''). 28 The textual tradition thus manifests itself as the imagined record of an artistic tradition; the verbal and the visual are mutually dependent in the construction of the mythographic figure. Appropriately, then, the actual images drawn from mythographic handbooks are as various in their form and their meaning as the texts they illustrate. Mythographic images of Venus anadyomene, as we will see, often comprise picturesque Ovidian elements, such as doves, roses, Cupid, and Vulcan. But other images of the goddess just as often imply moral interpretations, as in composite figures of Venus-Luxuria gazing in a mirror, or astrological forces, as in personifications of the planet with those born under her sign. An early fifteenthcentury Italian manuscript combines the personified planet Venus and her astrological ''children'' with revealing dress and a mirror, motifs of Luxury ( fig. 2 ). the Complaint of Mars itself, combines different layers of convention to create a picture that, if not explicitly witty, is nonetheless structured by complex and meaningful allusions. The portrait of Venus suggests the poem's double perspective in particularly striking terms, even though it is seemingly the most conventional of the three. She is Venus anadyomene, the goddess rising from the sea. At first glance, she seems a pure reflection of the most common traditions of Ovidian illustration, the visual embodiment of Chaucer's description in the House of Fame. In the dreamer's words:
in portreyture I sawgh anoon-ryght hir figure Naked fletynge in a see, And also on hir hed, pardee, Hir rose garlond whit and red, And hir comb to kembe hir hed, Hir dowves, and daun Cupido Hir blynde sone, and Vulcano, That in his face was ful broun.
(131-39)
The Fairfax frontispiece reflects all of these attributes associated with Venus anadyomene in medieval understanding: Vulcan at his forge, blind Cupid with his bow (his closed eyes here perhaps representing his blindness), a flower garland, a flock of doves. Damage to the manuscript page has obscured the object that this Venus holds, but it seems most likely to be a shell, metamorphosed by this time from the craft that carries the goddess (concham portari) into an attribute that she herself carries (concham portare 
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The Fairfax picture also includes as Venus's attendants the Three Graces, who take their characteristic medieval rather than their classical form. In ancient art, the Three Graces are usually depicted with their arms linked, the figure in the middle facing backward and the others forward, as in the well-known fresco from Pompeii ( fig. 3) . But in the Middle Ages, when verbal descriptions alone served to transmit these visual images, the traditional disposition of the figures was obscured, and the only stipulation on their representation became that two look forward and one looks back. 33 This detail, like so many in the mythographic tradition, took on a moral rather than an aesthetic meaning: ''A benefit conferred is twice repaid.'' 34 The tradition was further transformed when Bersuire in his popular Ovidius moralizatus changed even the verbal description, calling instead for one of the Graces to be looking forward and the other two to be looking back. It is such a description, doubtless, that produced the Fairfax Graces, who bear almost no resemblance at all to their classical forebears.
The difference between images transmitted verbally and those transmitted visually is telling for the history of the medieval anadyomene, for it helps to account for the astonishing variety of her representations in art. 35 Even if the verbal traditions and the iconography they transmit are relatively similar, the artistic realizations of these descriptions can be surprisingly different; although the Fairfax Venus conforms neatly to the most common descriptions of the goddess rising from the sea, it does not finally look much like other pictures of her. 36 In one manuscript of John Ridewall's Fulgentius metaforalis, for example, she is shown with doves, a flower garland, and a conch shell or mirror, but she is swimming in the sea rather than standing in it (fig. 4) is standing in the sea, surrounded by all the attributes we have come to expect, the disposition of the figures does not necessarily recall the Fairfax Venus. There is no discernible iconographical difference between our Venus and an illustration from a fifteenth-century English manuscript of Ovid's Metamorphoses, but it is a very different picture ( fig. 5 ).
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The Fairfax Venus is iconographically conventional, then, but parallels in form and sensibility must be sought elsewhere. 39 The image owes fig. 6 ). 40 Like Christ, the Fairfax Venus stands in a river rather than a sea; the surrounding landscape shows not only the promontories providing space for Vulcan and the Graces, but also the opposite bank. A tight circle of roses and doves surrounds the goddess's head in a striking visual reminiscence of a halo, an impression of divinity reinforced by golden rays. This ''halo'' is all the more interesting here because neither Mars nor Jupiter has one, though there is no clear rationale for the artist's distinction among the pagan gods. The frontal position of the leading dove could even be derived from representations of the descending Holy Spirit. 41 And even though Venus's raised hand is not absolutely unique-the Oxford manuscript, for example, includes this detail (see fig. 5 )-her gesture here recalls Christ's benediction. Christ in his baptism is most often seen to be blessing in a gesture still more overt than the one depicted in the Très Riches Heures; 42 but even if the Fairfax artist's exemplar was more explicitly benedictional, the adjustment required by his classicizing secularization need not have been large.
The visual connection in the Fairfax frontispiece between Venus anadyomene and Christ in his baptism is less strange than may at first appear. Barbara Newman has recently traced widespread iconographies of secular love that became just as popular in late medieval Christian contexts: the bow and arrows, firebrand, flaming heart, and pierced heart that are associated both with Cupid and with Christ. 43 Conversely, the familiar languages of the late medieval ''religion of love'' appropriate a sacred vocabulary to transform cupiditas into caritas. 44 herself as the goddess of love can overlap with Christian iconography of the divine: she can be pictured with a crown, or with a nimbus, in a floating mandorla, or attended by kneeling worshipers. A divine Venus appears in a mandorla, for example, in the well-known Florentine desco da parto, probably a maternity gift from husband to wife, in which the goddess is adored by famous lovers kneeling below her. 45 She is deified in such an image, for in its structure it resembles the Assumption of the Virgin, in a way that dignifies the all-too-human adoration of Tristan, Paris, Lancelot, and the rest. This late medieval religion of love plays a role in the Complaint of Mars, for the god vows ''perpetuall obeisaunce'' to his lady, whom he calls ''the verrey sours and welle / Of beaute, lust, fredom, and gentilnesse'' (174-75). Other texts included in Fairfax 16 repeat the trope, confirming that the ennobling of secular love was one of its compiler's controlling interests. 46 Comparing Venus with Christ might seem to evoke the medieval problem of the ''two Venuses,'' in which one version of the goddess represents an ennobled kind of human caritas, conjugal and procreative, and the other represents a debased form of sexual cupiditas to be condemned. 47 But the comparison between the Fairfax Venus and Christ in baptism brings up issues far richer than that simple binary would allow. For in addition to drawing on images of an idealized Christian femininity, the goddess of love can in some ways resemble Christ himself. In his study of the ways in which early Christian iconography grew from depictions of the pagan gods, Thomas Mathews has explored the feminization of Christ in early depictions of him. 48 Mathews demonstrates that such transhistorically intractable attributes of Christ as his long hair borrow from pagan iconographies to assert both his potent divinity and his fruitfulness. Some images of Christ even display a decided ambiguity of body type along lines that have to do with fertility: full breasts and hips at times distinguish Christ from his disciples. In a more theological vein, Christ's ambiguous gender seems to have enhanced the universal appeal of his image, in the context of both gnostic scriptures and also Paul's call to baptism in Galatians 3:28: ''there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus. '' 49 In fact, what Mathews calls ''the most strikingly ambiguous image in Ravenna'' is a baptismal mosaic in which the androgyny of the young Christ-genital specificity notwithstanding-is thrown into relief by the more clearly masculine (if less clearly male) figures of the Baptist and the personified River Jordan (fig. 7) . 50 If Christ can be seen, at least in these early images, to look a bit like Venus, then Venus anadyomene also functions upon occasion a bit like Christ. 51 Roman images of the anadyomene were notably different from the medieval ones-the classical goddess is generally shown wringing the water from her hair, swimming in the sea, floating in or even born from a shell, rather than carrying one. But these shell-borne Venuses were used in an environment that may prove instructive: they often appear in the context of burial-on sarcophagi, for example, such as this one now in the Louvre (fig. 8) . The goddess on her shell represents a journey, a crossing, even new birth. 52 Venus is born from the sea, after all-the image of the anadyomene, as much as the Baptism of Christ, is a theogony. The shell that John uses to baptize Christ in the Très Riches Heures, and that still occasionally graces baptismal fonts, is a relic of this ancient and widespread connection between water and rebirth. Baptismal fonts were originally conch-shaped, and the word concha was used to describe them from the fourth century to the fourteenth. 53 Even Botticelli, in his version of the goddess rising from the sea on a shell, 49 ''Non est Iudaeus neque Graecus, non est servus neque liber, non est masculus neque femina, omnes enim vos unum estis in Christo Iesu'' (Douai-Rheims Bible). 50 profited from this kind of association, and some have observed that he patterned his famous picture on images of Christ's baptism.
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I have, at this point, strayed far from the Fairfax Venus itself-and even farther from Chaucer's Complaint of Mars. To return to my original question: How can we understand the baptismal imagery echoed here to enrich our reading of the poem? I am not claiming that this artist (or his audience) would have defended any fundamental similarity between the pagan goddess and their Savior. Undoubtedly the similarity of presentation here derives in part from pragmatic considerations: this artist used what imagery came to hand for his pictorial mythography. But to acknowledge this borrowing is not to say that his practice is without interpretive interest. The hybrid genealogy of the image indicates that the artist at work in Fairfax 16 engaged actively with, rather than thoughtlessly adopting, various artistic exemplars. And the result of his bricolage is meaningful in ways he may not have foreseen: as both medieval and modern readers of Fairfax 16 are in a position to see, the picture and the poem explore divinity in several different registers.
Again, the Fairfax artist's use of the Three Graces provides an important clue to interpretation of his picture, and to its relation to Chaucer's poem. Although the association of Venus with the Graces is common in the Ovidian mythographic tradition, it is not impossible to read at least one of these figures as supplicating, as well as attending, the goddess. The two who look away from the viewer look significantly toward their reigning deity, and one of these also lifts her hands in prayer. Although this visual detail does not illustrate, in a technical sense, any aspect of Chaucer's poem (in which the Three Graces play no role at all), it does accord with the reverential tone taken by Mars in that poem toward the power of his courtly mistress, who ''hath take him in subjeccioun, / and as a maistresse taught him his lessoun'' (32-33). The Graces, then, function surprisingly like the crowd on the banks of the Jordan in the Trés Riches Heures; they acclaim and worship the divine figure at the center. The evocation of imagery of Christ's baptism visually strengthens the impression of Venus as a courtly goddess.
The artist's exploration of divinity becomes clearer in the portraits of Mars and Jupiter, where the combination of Christian forms with classical subject matter may be less visually compelling, but is still more thematically suggestive. If the Fairfax Venus is conventional in surprising ways, the Fairfax Mars is surprisingly unconventional, and might be more closely related to the specifics of the text (see fig. 1 ). 55 The god's standard mythographical attributes are well represented by this image from the fifteenth-century Oxford manuscript from which we have already seen the portrait of Venus ( fig. 9) , and by the similar description in Chaucer's Knight's Tale: By contrast, the Fairfax Mars does not claim the customary iconography of cart and whip. A wolf attends him, but a surprisingly unthreatening one, more heraldic than fearsome. Even more remarkable than the docility of the wolf is Mars's own peaceable expression. The Complaint describes him equally as a soldier ''furious and wod'' (123) and as a ''woful'' and disappointed lover (104), and in accordance with his amorous role the god here looks worried rather than traditionally irascible. A final oddity that may derive from the poem is Mars's peculiar deshabille: he is armed, but incompletely, and his bare arm and leg are unattested elsewhere in mythographic and iconographic traditions. The most likelythough still inconclusive-explanation for this is that his bare limbs imply the Ovidian narrative by representing the situation of discovery: he is half-dressed because he is fleeing Venus's bed. 56 Indeed, Chaucer's poem makes a point of his need to arm himself: when Phebus arrives to put a halt to the lovers' dalliance, Venus moves on, making her escape, but Mars must pause to throw on his ''helm of huge wyghte'' (99) and other martial gear. Mars's heavy armor-that is, his slower planetary movement-impedes his flight and prevents him from joining his lady: ''Ful hevy was he to walken over lond'' (103).
The more meaningful links between picture and poem are to be found elsewhere-in echoes of Christian images similar to those we have already seen in the Fairfax Venus. In a telling detail, Mars is attended by what seem to be his astrological ''children'': three knights kneel behind him in an attenuated version of Planetenkinder, as, for example, in the Venus-Luxuria image we saw earlier. This tradition of the Planeten-kinder was familiar to Chaucer-the Wife of Bath names herself as both a child of Venus and of Mars 57 -and it has important implications for the Fairfax illustration. For although it is a traditional idea, these are not the usual wrathful children of Mars. They are soldiers, but they follow Chaucer's god in complaint, as he calls them to do, rather than in warfare. Most important, the complaint of these knights is represented in the image as a kind of prayer. More obviously even than the Graces, these figures resemble Christian supplicants, marked by their kneeling posture and the red crosses on their chests. These details transform Mars's knights from courtly complainants into devout petitioners-not disappointed lovers, but faithful followers of their god. At the end of his complaint, Mars beseeches the ''hardy knyghtes of renoun'' of his ''devisioun''-astrological children ruled by his planetary influence-to join him in his lamentation. He also beseeches his ''ladyes'' to have pity on people in pain for the sake of their ''emperise,'' Venus, who cannot attain her goal: ''Now shulde your holy teres falle and reyne. '' 58 The combination of devotional and courtly language here in the detail of the ''holy'' tears shows the proximity between these supplicants and Christian petitioners at prayer.
The prayer of Mars's knights is important to the interpretation of poem and picture, for it mirrors the relation figured in both text and image between Mars himself and Jupiter. The most arresting feature of these two portraits, in fact, is not any iconographical attribute, but the gods' actions: in defiance of the clear frames surrounding each Olympian figure, Mars reaches up toward Jupiter, who responds with an answering gesture. This image has little to do with the conventional static representation of classical deities in mythographic catalogues, few of which depict any relation, even of a hierarchical kind, between Jupiter and the other gods. 59 The Oxford manuscript, for example, exhibits this characteristic fracturing of space, the complete dissociation of one figure from another (see fig. 5 ). Even in a more formal setting it is rare that a rela-57 ''For certes, I am al Venerien / In feelynge, and myn herte is Marcien'' (III.609-10).
58 Pace Tinkle's claim that the manuscript's booklet 1 is concerned with creating ''an imagined masculine community,'' Mars here addresses both knights and ladies. See Tinkle, ''Imagined Chaucerian Community,'' p. 160. 59 The interaction of the figures also argues against the link to imagines deorum derived from geomantic iconography proposed by Norton-Smith. Bodleian MS Fairfax 16, p. xiii.
tionship is figured between Jupiter and his pantheon. 60 Although the Jupiter of Mantegna's sixteenth-century Tarocchi, for instance, relates to a figure below him, that figure cannot be interpreted as a classical deity ( fig. 10) . 61 This Jupiter is hurling thunderbolts at humans, not counseling troubled Olympians.
Mars relates to Jupiter more as human than as Olympian in the Fairfax miniature, becoming a petitioning child of the planetary god, though not of course in a strict astrological sense. An image of Jupiter and his children from Christine de Pisan's Epistre d'Othea points up both similarities and crucial differences between the Planetenkinder tradition and the Fairfax picture ( fig. 11) . The disposition of the figures is the same-godly Jupiter above reaching down to supplicants with outstretched hands below-but in this case the pagan deity is said to be pouring a ''sweet liquid'' on his children. The allegory appended to the text likens the liquid to God's grace, and the picture, in fact, recalls images of the Descent of the Holy Spirit.
62 But the deity of the Complaint of Mars offers no sweet liquid of comfort-Mars is left at the end of the poem with no ready answers to his poignant questions. He asks:
To what fyn made the God, that sit so hye, Benethen him love other companye And streyneth folk to love, malgre her hed? And then her joy, for oght I can espye, Ne lasteth not the twynkelyng of an ye, And somme han never joy til they be ded. What meneth this? What is this mystihed? Wherto contreyneth he his folk so faste Thing to desyre, but hit shulde laste? Mars finds God's role in human love especially mysterious, and especially blameworthy, wondering why ''so juste a kyng / Doth such hardnesse to his creature'' (231-32). He even accuses God of real cruelty, 60 An example of a more formal but still-static arrangement is in an Ovide moralisé (Bibliotheque de Lyon, cod. 742), reprinted in Seznec, fig. 33 . 61 For the complete set, see I Tarocchi detti del Mantegna, preface Claudia Cieri Via (Pavia: Torchio de'Ricci, 1992). comparing him to a ''fissher,'' who baits his ''angle-hok'' with romantic pleasures that leave lovers wounded, even if they eventually escape by breaking the line (237-38). This characterization of God as a cruel fisherman might mark Mars as a pagan, for although images of a deadly hook baited with sexual pleasure for example, are common, it can be answered in a Christian context by the salvific image of Christ's humanity as the bait that catches the devil on the hook of his divinity. 63 Mars even goes so far as to blame God for making Venus's irresistible beauty, comparing him to the jeweler responsible for creating the beautiful but deadly Brooch of Thebes (who, in a neat irony, turns out to have been the goddess's cuckolded husband, Vulcan). 64 Venus herself is not responsible for any tragedies of love, but rather the one who made her beauty-''In the worcher is the vyce,'' Mars claims, and, he adds belatedly, in the ''covetour'' who succumbs to his attraction (261-62). The stars cannot explain these difficult conundrums: in spite of his responsive gesture, the Fairfax Jupiter offers no clear astrological guidance for his petitioner, whose role in the poem more closely resembles the rather more complicated and uncertain position of human worshiper than that of pagan deity.
The unusual communication in the Fairfax frontispiece between Mars and Jupiter, across a pictorial frame that Venus respects (if Cupid does not), 65 suggests that we might also profitably think of their gestures in the context of Christian supplication on the one hand and divine intercession on the other. The iconography of prayer (as in Peter the Chanter's twelfth-century treatise on the subject) often involves the lifting of the hands over the head, as Mars does. 66 And certainly at times in medieval use of classical myth Jupiter was made analogous to the Chris-tian God; the Jupiter of the Tarocchi sits in a mandorla, looking strikingly like Christ in Majesty on a Gothic tympanum (see fig. 10 ), and there are suggestions of such an equivalence even in The Knight's Tale (I.2987-3074). The Fairfax Jupiter also brings to mind such analogies: he looks down as if from heaven upon the supplicant, and he appears in a radiant sunburst similar to the one that surrounds Mary in, for example, the Augustan ara coeli vision. Indeed, a similar architecture structures another of this artist's productions, which might have served as a formal model for the tripartite division of the Fairfax illustration: the tau-shaped cross in the Abingdon Missal crucifixion divides Mary from John, and Christ from God the Father, in just the same way as in the Fairfax frontispiece ( fig. 12) . 67 Here, too, God leans to the left to acknowledge the suffering figure, in this case Mary, below him. 68 He radiates divinity (just as Mary and John display their sanctity) through golden beams that descend upon the central figure of Christ on the cross. These divine rays recall versions of God as the sol iustitiae, such as this one from the fourteenth-century Rothschild Canticles ( fig. 13 ). 69 The connection of the Fairfax Jupiter to the sun is especially important, for it may help explain his presence in the frontispiece. I have suggested that the relationship of Mars and Jupiter is represented in both picture and poem, but in fact in the Complaint of Mars Jupiter is never named. In the astrological terms of Chaucer's poem, Mars appears to act most directly in relation to Phebus, the sun. The poem's bird-narrator bemoans the arrival of day, upbraiding the sun as the ''candel of jelosye'' (7) in an aubade that ironically anticipates the fate of the adulterous gods, who are eventually exposed by the ''firy torches'' of Phebus (27). 70 The Fairfax artist's titulus has therefore often been taken as a misidentification; and, indeed, the inclusion of Jupiter is at once probably the most mysterious feature of the frontispiece, and the most seemingly distant from Chaucer's poem. But the figure's association with the sun could easily imply a Christian paradigm, as well as a classical one; and Jupi-whom shal I than pleyne of my distresse?'' (191)-and he never addresses God directly, his existential torment is directed toward the one he sees as ultimately responsible. It is to this daring verbal picture that the Fairfax artist has responded with an idiosyncratic combination of pictorial conventions. To suggest iconographically that Jupiter is the ''sun of justice,'' when Mars is so stridently casting doubt on God's goodness, is to pose forcefully the problem of Chaucer's Complaint of Mars.
In their exploration of divinity both sacred and secular, the poem and the picture draw on the conventions of a late medieval ''religion of love,'' in which the lady is deified and the suitor humbled to the point of supplication. But this is more than the familiar adoption of religious language to describe a secular goddess. The crossover here does not simply imbue a human beloved with celestial qualities, but brings earthly love together with heavenly love to ask real, painful, and poignant questions about the relationships between the two. The interactions among the ancient gods in both picture and poem are finally more daring in their Christian parallels than the common courtly vocabulary would suggest, moving beyond adoration to complaint, beyond worship to radical existential doubt. The comparison works not to ennoble pagan worship or secular love, but to enable the expression of a Christian skepticism that otherwise could find few outlets. 72 This frontispiece is not merely an argument for a celestial vision of earthly love. Rather, it is an argument that the idealization of the lady that can lead to her identification with Christ is related to the anguish of the lover that can lead him to question God; the idealization of the lady and the anguish of the lover are two sides of the same problem. Venus's resemblance to Christ suggests that a beloved lady might be deified, but Mars's prayer-the most telling visual detail, and the one that corresponds more closely to the poem-suggests that God can be questioned. His supplication is not to the lady as to a goddess, but to God himself.
Although it is not a narrative image per se, the frontispiece depends upon the narrative that Chaucer tells at the opening of the Complaint of Mars. The characters pictured are the familiar gods of the classical pantheon, adorned with the iconographical symbols attributed to them by medieval commentary tradition. But the picture speaks most forcefully to the conclusion of Chaucer's poem, to Mars's complaint. Like the Complaint of Mars itself, the manuscript's prefatory picture represents both 72 For one perspective on medieval atheism in connection to this sort of crossover, see V. A. Kolve, ''God-Denying Fools and the Medieval 'Religion of Love,' '' SAC 19 (1997): 3-59. the story of the gods' interactions and their subjective responses to it. As Lee Patterson has described it, the poem asks ''whether amorous wrongs can be righted by being written-whether, that is, the self can be repaired or justice can be done through poetry.'' 73 The Fairfax picture, as well as the poem, leaves that question open, and leaves the human petitioner without any concrete assurance that his complaint will be effective. If, as Newman has shown, Cupid is linked to Christ based on a likeness through suffering, Venus is linked to him through renewal and rebirth. Through imagery of baptism connected to Venus, the picture is about regeneration, but through imagery of prayer connected to Mars, it is also about anguish. By visual rather than textual means, the frontispiece combines narrative with complaint, Ovidian images with astrological ones, and amorous intrigues with serious theological problems.
The combination of classical, astrological, and Christian conventions is the central point of connection between picture and poem. Even from the second line of the text, Venus the Olympian goddess is also imagined as the morning star ''rysen among yon rowes rede.'' A few lines later, the narrator in his ''briddes wise'' alludes to Saint John as Guarantor in an aside that, if not heavy with meaning, nonetheless marks the poem immediately with a Christian idiom (9). It is of course not unusual to find classical figures represented in Christian forms in medieval art and literature: from Amphiorax as a ''bisshop'' in Troilus and Criseyde to Mercury as an ''ecclesiastical dignitary'' in Western copies of Arabian astronomical manuscripts. 74 But to my knowledge no one has analyzed the similarities between Venus anadyomene and Christ in baptism, or the ways in which Christian prayer is figured among pagan deities. The presentation of theological questions in the context of pagan antiquity both mitigates and complicates their force-a characteristically Chaucerian move seen most richly of course in Troilus and Criseyde and The Knight's Tale. The Fairfax artist seems aware also of the philosophical richness of representing the classical past in imagery readily readable in Christian terms; he juxtaposes antique and Christian elements in such a way as to acknowledge, but gently, the serious implications of Mars's criticism. By manipulating these images just as Chaucer does, this artist engaged in a project more complicated than the simple adoption of iconographic convention, and here it appears that more is to be gained from investigating interpretive connections between the illustration and its text. 
